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Abstract

Numerous researchers have reported success in reason-
ing about properties of small programs using finite-state
verification techniques. We believe, as do most researchers
in this area, that in order to scale those initial successes to
realistic programs, aggressive abstraction of program data
will be necessary. Furthermore, we believe that to make
abstraction-based verification usable by non-experts signif-
icant tool support will be required.

In this paper, we describe how several different program
analysis and transformation techniques are integrated into
the Bandera toolset to provide facilities for abstracting Java
programs to produce compact, finite-state models that are
amenable to verification, for example via model checking.
We illustrate the application of Bandera’s abstraction fa-
cilities to analyze a realistic multi-threaded Java program.

1. Introduction

Finite-state verification techniques, such as model
checking, are rekindling interest in program verification.
Such techniques exhaustively check a finite-state model of
a system for violations of a system requirement formally
specified as an assertion or in a temporal logic (e.g., LTL
[13]). This approach allows a very high level of con-
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fidence in system correctness to be achieved essentially
automatically—once the model and property specification
are constructed, the verification is fully automatic, albeit
potentially time-consuming.

There are several obstacles to applying existing model
checking [11, 14] directly to reasoning about programs; for
example, how to efficiently express modern object-oriented
language features in the somewhat restrictive verifier input
languages. Perhaps the greatest obstacle to scaling finite-
state verification technology to reasoning about realistic
programs, however, is the exponential increase in the size
of a finite-state model as the number of program compo-
nents grows. A variety of methods exist for curbing this
state explosion when analyzing certain types of systems,
and these methods have proven sufficient to make analysis
of many hardware designs tractable. Unfortunately, soft-
ware systems tend to have much more state than hardware
components and thus must be more aggressively abstracted
to produce tractable models.

In this paper, we describe an approach to user-guided ab-
straction of programs written in Java; this approach is im-
plemented as part of the Bandera toolset [4]. Our goal is to
enable non-experts in program verification to generate ab-
stract program models that are compact enough for tractable
verification. While fully-automatic verification is conceptu-
ally attractive, we believe that minimal input from users at
key points in the abstraction process will provide more flex-
ibility in producing compact program models.

Our approach has been influenced by a large body of
work on abstraction in program analysis and computer-
aided verification. Specifically, we adopt the framework of
abstract interpretation [5], in which anabstraction(a) maps
the values of a program data type to a set of abstract values



and (b) maps the operations on that data type to a function
over abstract values. Bandera abstracts program control by
using program slicing and partial evaluation techniques.

While there has been much foundational work on defin-
ing safe abstractions in transition system models, there has
been very little work on developing tool support for effec-
tively applying abstract interpretations for model-reduction
to large code bases written in modern programming lan-
guages like Java. We believe that there are four central is-
sues that need to be addressed in this setting: (i) providing
facilities for easilydefiningnew abstractions, (ii ) providing
tool support and methodologies forselectingappropriate
abstractions, (iii ) generatingabstract programs from con-
crete ones, and (iv) interpretingthe results of model check-
ing abstract programs. Stepsi, iii , andiv are fully automated
in Bandera. Stepii is a largely manual process that is greatly
simplified through the use of two tool components; it is also
possible to automate heuristics to replace the manual por-
tion of this process but that has not been a subject for our
research to date. We use a combination of predicate abstrac-
tion [19] and manual techniques for creating the definitions
of abstractions and we store these definitions in a library for
use in subsequent program verification activities. Users are
guided in selecting abstractions based on the property be-
ing checked and through analysis of program dependences.
We use type inference [15] to determine the appropriate ab-
stractions for all program data, based on the selections made
by the user. An abstracted program is generated by compil-
ing abstraction definitions into Java representations and by
systematically replacing concrete operations with calls to
abstract operations in the Java abstraction representations.
Finally, we make it easier to interpret the results of check-
ing abstracted code by enhancing the Java Path Finder (JPF)
model checker [21] with a facility that generates “guaran-
teed feasible” counter-examples where possible.

Our work focuses on adapting techniques from existing
work, developing new techniques where necessary, and in-
tegrating these together to provide an abstraction capability
that is broadly applicable to programs written in Java and
is usable by non-experts. While our tools are Java specific,
the underlying abstraction techniques are not; much of our
toolset is capable of analyzing any program described in
terms of JVM bytecodes. In addition, while much of our
discussion focuses on verification of program properties,
our tools allow creation of models that can provide addi-
tional state-space compaction of finite-state models for bug
finding.

In the next section, we give a brief overview of the Ban-
dera system. Section 3 outlines the underlying principles
on which our abstraction techniques are built. Sections 4
through 7 describe Bandera’s tool support for defining ab-
stractions, selecting abstractions appropriate for a given
property, generating abstract programs, and interpreting the

results of model checking abstract programs. Section 8 dis-
cusses the experience of applying these techniques to a Java
rendering of the DEOS real-time kernel. Section 9 gives
related work and Section 10 concludes.

2. BANDERA

Bandera [4] is an integrated collection of program anal-
ysis and transformation components that enable users to
selectively analyze program properties and to tailor the
analysis to that property so as to minimize analysis time.
Bandera exploits existing model checkers, such as Spin
[11], SMV [14], and JPF, to provide state-of-the-art analy-
sis engines for checking program-property correspondence.
These tools vary greatly in the specification and system de-
scription languages that they accept and in the kind of feed-
back they provide to users about the results of the analysis.
Bandera hides these details from the user and presents a sin-
gle uniform interface oriented around the Java source text.
There are several motivations for targeting multiple model
checkers. Tools may have different performance (e.g., Spin
is purported to be an order of magnitude faster than JPF)
or may provide a more expressive input language (e.g., JPF
treats library code and provides support for recursion and
garbage collection directly). By integrating these different
tools behind a common interface, Bandera allows the user to
exploit their individual strengths. Bandera consists of five
major components:

• property specificationis supported in Bandera through
the use of global properties (e.g., deadlock) and appli-
cation specific properties (e.g., assertions and temporal
logic formulae). Users defineobservationsof the exe-
cution state of a Java program as predicates over pro-
gram locations and data values in the program. Asser-
tions and temporal formulae are then defined in terms
of those observations.
• program slicingautomates the elimination of program

components that are irrelevant for the property under
analysis. Slicing criteria are automatically extracted
from the observable predicates that are referenced in
the property. Our Java slicer treats multi-threaded pro-
grams [9] and is based on calculation of the program
dependence graph.
• program abstractionis discussed below.
• verifier code generationtransforms the sliced, ab-

stracted program into the input format of a selected
model checker. This component is also responsible for
establishing the correspondence between the states of
the input model and the observable states of the pro-
gram that are referenced in the property.
• counter-example interpretationinvolves the mapping

of low-level verifier-specific counter-examples back to
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the Java source code. Facilities for navigating through
the counter-example and displaying the values of both
stack and heap allocated data are provided through a
debugger-like interface.

To date these capabilities have proven useful in supporting
the analysis of small to medium-sized Java programs (100-
10k lines). Case-studies are currently being conducted on
several large Java programs (10k-100k lines).

3. Data abstraction in verification

Given a concrete program and a temporal property, the
strategy of verification by using abstraction can be summa-
rized as follows:(i) define an abstraction mapping that is
appropriate for the property being verified,(ii) use the ab-
straction mapping to transform the temporal property into
an abstract property,(iii) use the abstraction mapping to
transform the concrete program into an abstract program,
(iv) verify that the abstract program satisfies the abstract
property, (v) infer that the concrete program satisfies the
concrete property. In this section, we summarize some
foundational issues that underlie each of these items.

3.1. Linear temporal logic

Model-checking tools often accept state/action sequenc-
ing specifications written in linear temporal logic (LTL)
[13], computational tree logic (CTL) – a branching-time
logic [14], or automata-based formalisms. Bandera hides
the differences in various specification languages by using
a tool-independent language of temporal specification pat-
terns for rendering temporal properties. To simplify our pre-
sentation here, we use LTL for coding temporal properties
of programs. The grammar below gives the syntax of LTL.

P ::= > | ⊥ | p
ψ ::= P | ¬P | ψ1 ∧ ψ2 | ψ1 ∨ ψ2 |

2ψ | 3ψ | ψ1 U ψ2

An LTL specification describes the intended behavior of a
system on all possible executions. LTL formulae are built
up from primitive propositionsp,> (true),⊥ (false), and the
usual propositional connectives, along with temporal oper-
ators2, 3, U . In this presentation, we consider primitive
propositionsp to be relational expressions between program
variables and constants (e.g., the proposition(x==0) holds
in states where variablex is zero). Requiring formulae to be
in negation-normal form (negation is only applied to primi-
tive propositions) simplifies automated reasoning about for-
mulae. For the temporal operators,2ψ holds whenψ holds
at all points in the future,3ψ holds whenψ holds at some
point in the future, andψ1 U ψ2 holds when bothψ1 holds

at all points up to the first point whereψ2 holds and3ψ2

holds.

3.2. Abstract interpretations

For verification of LTL properties, abstractions are re-
quired to preserve properties that are true of all system ex-
ecutions. This class of abstractions can naturally be de-
scribed as abstract interpretations (AI) [5] over the system’s
execution semantics. The abstract interpretation framework
as described in a large body of literature establishes a rigor-
ous semantics-based methodology for constructing abstrac-
tions so that they aresafein the sense that they overapproxi-
mate the set of true executable behaviors of the system (i.e.,
each true executable behavior is covered by an abstract ex-
ecution). Thus, when these abstract behaviors are exhaus-
tively compared to an LTL specification and found to be in
conformance, we can be sure that the true executable system
behaviors conform to the specification.

We present an AI in an informal manner, as a collection
of three components: (1) a domain of abstract values, (2)
an abstraction function mapping concrete program values
to abstract values, and (3) a collection of abstract primi-
tive operations (one for each concrete operation in the pro-
gram). Substituting concrete operations applied to selected
program variables with corresponding abstract operations
of an AI yields an abstract program that is safe with respect
to LTL verification.

For example, consider an LTL specification containing
the primitive proposition(x==0) . Deciding this specifica-
tion at a particular program state does not require complete
information about the value ofx — rather, we only need to
know if x is zero or non-zero. In this case, an appropriate
abstraction forx might be thesignsAI which only keeps
track of whether an integer value is negative, equal to zero,
or positive. The abstract domain is the powerset of the set of
tokensT = {neg, zero,pos}. For the abstraction mapping
α, we haveα(n) = {neg} whenn < 0, α(n) = {zero}
whenn = 0, andα(n) = {pos} whenn > 0. Now, one
needs abstract versions of each of the basic operations on in-
tegers. As an example, here is the definition of the abstract
version of the addition operation.

+abs zero pos neg

zero {zero} {pos} {neg}
pos {pos} {pos} {zero, pos, neg}
neg {neg} {zero, pos, neg} {neg}

Here, the operation is defined to have type+abs : T ×
T → ℘(T ) and can be lifted to+◦abs : ℘(T ) × ℘(T ) →
℘(T ) by taking +◦abs(S1, S2)

def
= ∪t1∈S1,t2∈S2+abs(t1, t2).

For example,+◦abs({zero}, {pos,neg}) = {pos,neg}.
Note that the return of multiple tokens in cases such as

+abs(neg,pos) models the lack of knowledge about specific
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abstraction Signs abstracts int
begin

TOKENS = {NEG, ZERO, POS}; operator + add
begin

abstract(n) (NEG , NEG) -> {NEG} ;
begin (NEG , ZERO) -> {NEG} ;

n < 0 -> {NEG}; (ZERO, NEG) -> {NEG} ;
n == 0 -> {ZERO}; (ZERO, ZERO) -> {ZERO};
n > 0 -> {POS}; (ZERO, POS) -> {POS} ;

end (POS , ZERO) -> {POS} ;
(POS , POS) -> {POS} ;
(_,_) -> {NEG,ZERO,POS};

end
end

Figure 1. BASL definition of Signs AI

abstract values. We will see later that this imprecision is in-
terpreted in the model checker as a non-deterministic choice
over the values in the set. Such cases are one source of
“extra behaviors” that one gets as the abstract model over-
approximates the set of true execution behaviors of the sys-
tem. The over-approximation is correct orsafein the sense
that each behavior of+ on concrete values is contained in
the corresponding abstract behavior (i.e., for integersn1 and
n2, α(+(n1, n2)) ⊆ +◦abs(α(n1), α(n2))). Abstract inter-
pretation frameworks are constructed so that if one estab-
lishes that the safety property above holds for each basic
operator, then the set of complete concrete program execu-
tions are safely approximated by the set of abstract execu-
tions.

One of the tenets of Bandera is that the basic propositions
found in a given temporal specification should drive the se-
lection of AIs as well as other model-reduction techniques
such as slicing. In the case of data abstraction, one gener-
ally wants to select AIs that are “appropriate” for the speci-
fication in the sense that the specification’s propositions can
be decided based on the domain of the AIs. For example,
if the specification contains the proposition(x==0) , the
signs AI may be appropriate forx (because the proposition
can be decided for any value ofx from neg, zero, pos), but
it would not be appropriate for a proposition(x==2) (be-
cause whenx is pos, the proposition cannot be decided).

When abstracting properties, Bandera uses an approach
similar to [12]. Informally, given an AI for a variablex
(e.g., signs) that appears in a proposition (e.g., (x>0) ) we
convert the proposition to a disjunction of propositions of
the formx==a, wherea are the abstract values that corre-
spond to values that imply the truth of the original proposi-
tion (e.g., x==pos implies x>0 , but x==negandx==zero
do not). Thus, this abstract disjunction under-approximates
the concrete proposition insuring that the property holds on
the original program if it does on the abstract program.

4. Defining and collecting abstractions

Bandera provides a simple declarative specification lan-
guage (named Bandera Abstraction Specification Language
(BASL)) that allows users to define the three components

of an AI described above. Figure 1 illustrates the format of
BASL for abstracting base types by showing excerpts of the
Signs AI specification. The specification begins with a def-
inition of a set of tokens — the actual abstract domain will
be the powerset of the token set. Although one can imag-
ine allowing users to define arbitrary lattices for abstract
domains, BASL currently does not provide this capability
because we have found powersets of finite token sets to be
easy for users to understand and quite effective for verifi-
cation. Following the token set definition, the user spec-
ifies the abstraction function which maps concrete values
(in this case, integers) to elements of the abstract domain.
After the abstract function, the BASL specification for base
types contains an abstract operator definition for each corre-
sponding basic concrete operator. Figure 1 gives the BASL
rendering of the abstract operator+abs as defined in Sec-
tion 3.

We noted in Section 3 that for the AI to be correct, each
concrete/abstract operation pair must satisfy the operation
safety property. Bandera supports this by allowing the user
to supply only the BASL token set and abstract function def-
initions for integer abstractions, and itautomatically gener-
atessafe abstract operator definitions using the elimination
method based on weakest pre-conditions from [2]. Using
this approach makes it extremely easy for even novice users
to construct new AIs for integers. Given a binary concrete
operatorop, generation of the abstract operatoropabs ap-
plied to a particular pair of abstract tokensa1 anda2 pro-
ceeds as follows. The tool starts with the most general def-
inition (i.e., it assumes thatopabs(a1, a2) can output any
of the abstract tokens which trivially satisfies the safety re-
quirement). Then, for each token in the output, it checks to
see (using the theorem prover PVS [16]) if the safety prop-
erty would still hold if the token is eliminated from the out-
put. An abstract token can be safely eliminated from the
output token set if the result of the concrete operation ap-
plied to concrete values cannot be abstracted to that abstract
value.

For example, consider the derivation of+abs(neg,neg)
in the Signs AI. We start by assuming+abs(neg,neg) =
{neg, zero,pos} and try to prove the following implica-
tions whereneg?(n), zero?(n), andpos?(n) are predicates
from the definition of the abstraction function associated
with the respective abstract token (e.g., pos?(n) holds iff
α(n) = {pos}).

neg?(n1) ∧ neg?(n2) ⇒ ¬neg?(+(n1, n2))
neg?(n1) ∧ neg?(n2) ⇒ ¬zero?(+(n1, n2))
neg?(n1) ∧ neg?(n2) ⇒ ¬pos?(+(n1, n2))

The theorem prover establishes that the second and third
implications are true for any integer valuesn1 andn2. From
this, our tool can infer that the output of+abs(neg,neg)
should not includezero or pos (i.e., the output should be
{neg}). Since there are three values in the Signs token set,
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generating the definition of a binary operator requires that
a total of 33 = 27 implications be submitted to PVS. In
our experience, these simple proof obligations can be dis-
charged automatically using PVS’s “grind” facility.

If one is interested in bug-finding and not in verification
(i.e., if one is willing to accept both false negative and false
positive error reports), then abstractions that do not preserve
the truth of the property being checked may be used. The
advantage of such an “unsafe” abstraction is that it may fur-
ther reduce the state space of the program. For example,
when checking a program with an integer variable that ap-
pears never to hold a negative value, one might use an AI
with a token set{zero,pos} (which would be unsafe in gen-
eral).

4.1. Abstracting non-base types

BASL also includes formats for specifying AIs for
classes and arrays. Class abstractions are defined
component-wise: the BASL format allows the user to as-
sign AIs to each field of the class. The current format does
not allow the user to specify abstract versions of the class’s
methods. Instead, abstract versions are derived by transfor-
mation as described in Section 6. In the BASL array for-
mat, the user specifies an integer abstraction for the array
index and an abstraction for the component type. For exam-
ple, consider an application that keeps track of information
aboutk widgets using an arrayWidgetInfo wi[k] . If
one wants to verify properties about a particular widget
(e.g., the widget in array position 5), an appropriate array
abstraction might involve abstracting (a) the index using the
token set{belowfive, five,abovefive}, and (b) the compo-
nent typeWidgetInfo using a class abstraction that pre-
serves relevant fields fromWidgetInfo . In essence, this
collapses the concrete arraywi with k components down to
an arrayawi with three components; the intuition is that
during abstract interpretation,awi[belowfive] will
summarize (i.e., union) all the widget information for the
concrete components 0 through 4,awi[five] will con-
tain information for component 5, andawi[abovefive]
will summarize all the widget information for the concrete
components 6 throughk. Manually created abstractions
with this structure have been used in earlier work by Dams
on verification of an ATM network interface [6].

4.2. A library of abstractions

After creating a BASL specification, the user submits
it to an abstraction library manager, which compiles one
or more representations of the AI (discussed in Section 6)
and enters those representations in an abstraction database.
During the process of abstraction selection (described in
the next section), the user binds one or more variables that

are relevant for the property being checked to AIs chosen
from the library. A GUI allows browsing of the library,
which is organized by concrete types: selecting a particu-
lar type from a list of concrete types returns a list of pos-
sible abstractions for that type. Since they are so widely
applied, abstractions for integers are further organized into
several different families including therange, set, modulo,
andpoint families which we discuss below.

A range AI tracks concrete values between lower and
upper boundsl and u but abstracts values less thanl
and greater thanu by using a token set of the form
{belowl, l, ...,u,aboveu}. Both the signs AI and the array
index AI above are range abstractions wherel = u = 0
andl = u = 5, respectively. AsetAI can be used instead
of a range AI when no operations other than equality are
performed (e.g., when integers are used to simulate an enu-
merated type). For example, a set AI that tracks the concrete
values 3 and 5 would have the token set{three, five,other}.
A modulo-k AI merges all integers that have the same re-
mainder when divided byk. The even-odd abstraction with
token set{even,odd} is a modulo-2 abstraction. Finally, the
token set for thepoint AI includes a single tokenunknown.
The point abstraction function maps all concrete values to
this single value; this has the effect of throwing away all in-
formation about the data domain. Each concrete base type
has a point AI associated with it, and these are widely used
in situations where a particular variable’s value has no sig-
nificant impact on the property to be verified.

5. Selecting Abstractions

Bandera’s support for definition and reuse of abstractions
as well as the ability to automatically integrate abstraction
definitions into the source text (discussed in the next sec-
tion) enhances confidence in the correctness of the resulting
abstract program. While correct abstraction is necessary,
it is not sufficient for a practical software model checking
technology. For a given program and property, it will often
be necessary to customize the abstraction of program data
in order to enable tractable model checking.

It is possible to define a notion of optimal abstraction
with respect to a program-property pair (i.e., where any finer
abstraction adds irrelevant information and any coarser ab-
straction introduces infeasible behaviors). For example, a
program in whichx appears in conditionals of the form
(x==0) or (x>0) would optimally use a signs abstrac-
tion for x . One could use a range(0,1) abstraction where the
posvalue is decomposed intooneandaboveone. Both of
the new values yield true for an(x>0) test and false for
an (x==0) test just as thepos value did and hence they
provide no new information. Alternately, one could use a
set(0) abstraction which collapsesnegandposvalues to a
nonzerotoken. This over-abstraction with respect to propo-
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sition (x>0) runs the risk of introducing infeasible paths
on which a positive value appearing at an(x>0) condi-
tional in the concrete program yields a transition to the false
branch in the abstract program.

As illustrated in the above example, the fundamental ten-
sion in selecting abstractions is between a desire to com-
press the state space, via reduction of data domains, and to
preserve data properties that are relevant to the property be-
ing checked. We provide tool support that allows the user to
focus attention on local variables and class fields (referred
to simply as variables in the sequel) and the properties of
the values stored in those variables that are most relevant
to the property being checked. In addition, users need only
define the abstractions they view as essential and then the
tools calculate abstractions for the rest of the program data.

5.1. Dependence-based selection methodology

While users are free to make any abstraction selection
they desire, we believe that selections should be driven by
relationships between the data and control points mentioned
in the property and the data and control points in the pro-
gram that can influence their execution. A methodology
that exploits such relationships was introduced in [7] and
consists of four steps:
I. Start with point AI: Initially all variables are abstracted
to a point.
II. Identify variables referenced in the property: The
propositions in the property to be checked may refer to vari-
ables (e.g., a proposition(x>0) ). As discussed in the pre-
vious sections, those variables must be abstracted in a way
that preserves the ability to decide the proposition.
III. Select controlling variables: In addition to variables
mentioned explicitly in the specification, consider variables
on which they are control and data dependent. Conditional
expressions that reference those controlling variables sug-
gest additional variables that should be abstracted.
IV. Select variables with broadest impact: When con-
fronted with multiple controlling variables to abstract, se-
lect the ones that appear most often in a conditional.

This methodology is supported in Bandera through the
use of two program analysis techniques: calculation and
browsing of the program dependence graph and abstract
type inference.

5.2. Leveraging program dependence information

Bandera includes a slicing component [10] that calcu-
lates the program dependence graph (PDG) for the given
Java program. Slicing is driven by the propositions in the
property to be checked (e.g., for a proposition(x>0) all
definitions ofx would be included in the slice criterion).
This automates stepII of the methodology described above.

One consequence of slicing is that all program variables that
cannot influence the truth or falsity of the propositions will
be eliminated.

Bandera provides the ability to visualize, navigate, and
query the program dependence graph. The basic func-
tionality of this approach was inspired by GrammaTech’s
CodeSurfer [8], but has been adapted for multi-threaded
Java programs and to serve the purpose of abstraction se-
lection.

The visualization and navigation capabilities allow a user
to designate a statement of interest in the program and then
selectively follow predecessor links that correspond to dif-
ferent forms of dependence including data, control, and syn-
chronization specific dependences [9]. In this way, once a
user has identified a variable that is a candidate for abstrac-
tion, they can browse the PDG for variables that influence
the candidate’s value. Querying the PDG is performed by
specifying a group of program statements that will form the
root of a search in the PDG. Queries will search upward in
the PDG to designated target nodes along whatever set of
dependence edges the user chooses. The results of a query
are presented as a set of paths in the PDG that the user can
navigate.

StepIII of the methodology is supported by a PDG query
that locates all conditionals that influence the root of the
search through data and control dependences. Consider the
program fragment in Figure 2 where we are interested in
a property that refers to proposition(x>0) . In this case,
all assignments tox would be included in the roots of the
search. The result will be a set of paths through the PDG
that connect a sequence of conditionals and end in the se-
lected program statement (e.g., conditional 1, conditional 2,
x = x + 1; ). From these paths it is possible to identify
variables that appear in conditionals that directly control the
execution of the statement (e.g., the definition ofx is con-
trol dependent on the tests ofeven andz in conditional 2)
as well as those that indirectly control the execution of the
statement (e.g., the definition ofeven that reaches condi-
tional 2 is control dependent on the test ofy in conditional
1). Furthermore, the query results give the boolean ex-
pressions in the conditionals that suggest which abstraction
should be chosen for the variables involved (e.g., modulo-2
for y , signs forz , and even remains unabstracted). These
results are easily processed to determine the most frequently
occurring variables in support of prioritizing abstraction
selection based on impact as outlined in stepIV of the
methodology.

5.3. Checking and propagating abstract types

PDG-based tool support allows users to identify a small
set of variables that strongly influence the behavior of the
program relative to the property being checked and to select
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int x,y,z;
boolean even;
...
if ((y % 2) == 0) { // conditional 1

even = true;
}
...
if (even && z>0) { // conditional 2

x = x + 1;
}
...

Figure 2. Abstraction Selection Example
abstractions for them. Bandera analyzes those selections to
determine whether they conflict (i.e., two interacting vari-
ables are abstracted in incompatible ways) and to determine
the abstract types for the rest of the program variables. This
analysis is performed by executing a type inference algo-
rithm that is adapted to calculate abstract types for all vari-
ables, fields, and expressions in the program. The next sec-
tion, describes how type inference results are used in com-
piling the abstract operator definitions into the program text.
Here we focus on how the results of type inference can be
used to refine the selection of abstractions in the program.

Abstraction selections conflict when two abstract values
appear as operands in an expression and there is no mean-
ingful way to transfer information between those values.
For example, if the program sketched in Figure 2 had an as-
signmenty = z; , it would be flagged as an abstract type
conflict since it would be unclear how to convert aposvalue
for z to anevenor oddvalue fory . One can always safely
convert to the set of all tokens (e.g., {even,odd}) which is
the only correct conversion in this case. Another problem
occurs when a variablev with assignments fromy andz ap-
pears in the program, it would be unclear whether to abstract
v with signs or modulo-2. Bandera allows for the introduc-
tion of abstract type coercions into the abstracted program,
to resolve the first problem, and it allows users to prioritize
abstractions, to resolve the second. In addition, since we
believe that situations may arise in which users will want to
customize the treatment of such type mismatches, Bandera
notifies users that abstraction conflicts exist and gives them
the option of adjusting their abstraction selections.

As suggested by the example above, withv , type infer-
ence will calculate the abstract type of every program vari-
able that is data dependent on variables for which the user
has made explicit abstraction selections. This process also
identifies variables whose abstractions are independent of
the explicit selections. Such variables arise because they
influence the program through control or synchronization
dependences, rather than data dependences, and are conse-
quently preserved in the sliced program. The user has three
options in abstracting such variables: abstract them to the
point to minimize the state space of the generated system,
abstract them to their concrete type to maximize the pre-
cision of the extracted model, or choose abstractions from
the library. The first of these options represents step one in
the methodology described above; the other options provide

public class Signs {
public static final int NEG = 0; // bit-mask 1
public static final int ZERO = 1; // bit-mask 2
public static final int POS = 2; // bit-mask 4

public static int abstract(int n) {
if (n < 0) return NEG;
if (n == 0) return ZERO;
if (n > 0) return POS;

}

public static int add(int arg1, int arg2) {
if (arg1==NEG && arg2==NEG) return NEG;
if (arg1==NEG && arg2==ZERO) return NEG;
if (arg1==ZERO && arg2==NEG) return NEG;
if (arg1==ZERO && arg2==ZERO) return ZERO;
if (arg1==ZERO && arg2==POS) return POS;
if (arg1==POS && arg2==ZERO) return POS;
if (arg1==POS && arg2==POS) return POS;
return Bandera.choose(7);

}

Figure 3. Compilation of BASL Signs AI
extra flexibility in selecting abstractions.

6. Generating an abstract program

Generating an abstract program involves two separate
steps. First, given a selection of AIs for a program’s data
components, the BASL specification for each selected AI is
retrieved from the abstraction library and compiled into a
Java class that implements the AI’s abstraction function and
abstract operations. Second, the given concrete Java pro-
gram is traversed, and concrete literals and operations are
replaced with calls to classes from the first step that imple-
ment the corresponding abstract literals and operations.

6.1. Compiling BASL specifications to Java classes

Figure 3 shows excerpts of the Java representation of the
BASL signs specification in Figure 1. Abstract tokens are
implemented as integer values, and the abstraction func-
tion and operations have straightforward implementations
as Java methods. The most noteworthy aspect of the imple-
mentation is the representation of set values. Recall from
Section 3 that when arguments to an abstract operator do
not provide enough information to produce a single token
as a result, a set of two or more tokens (representing mul-
tiple possible outputs) is returned. Instead of representing
such sets directly (e.g., as a bit vector), it is common prac-
tice in model checking and abstraction interpretation to have
the operator return a single value non-deterministically cho-
sen from the set of possible return values. This is valid
when the meaning of a particular program is taken to be
the collection of all possible traces or executions of the
program. In Figure 3, theBandera.choose(bits)
method denotes a non-deterministic choice between the
token values encoded in the bit-vectorbits . Specifi-
cally,Bandera.choose(7) denotes a non-deterministic
choice between the tokensNEG, ZERO, and POS. The
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Bandera.choose method has no defined concrete ex-
ecution semantics. Instead, when Bandera compiles the
abstracted program down to the input of given a model
checker, it is implemented in terms of the model checker’s
built-in constructs for expressing non-deterministic choice.

6.2. Replacing concrete operators

Traversing a given concrete program and replacing each
operation with a call to a corresponding abstract version is
relatively straightforward. The only challenge lies in re-
solving which abstract version of an operation should be
used when multiple AI’s are selected for a program. This
problem is solved by the abstract type inference process
described in the previous section: in addition to propagat-
ing abstract type information to each of the program vari-
ables, type inference also attaches abstract type information
to each node in the program’s syntax tree. For example,
consider the code fragment(x + y) + 2 where the user
selected variablex to have type Signs andy was not se-
lected for abstraction. This code fragment will be trans-
formed into:

Signs.add(Signs.add(x, Signs.abstract(y)),
Signs.POS);

For the innermost concrete+ operation, the user selec-
tion of signs forx forces the abstract version of+ to be
Signs.add . Assuming no other contexts forcey to be
abstracted,y will hold a concrete value, and thus a coercion
(Signs.abstract ) is inserted that convertsy ’s concrete
value to a signs abstract value. For the outermost+, since
the left argument has an abstract type of signs, the constant
2 in the right argument is “coerced” at translation time to a
signs abstract constant.

Abstract type inference is implemented by solving a sys-
tem of type constraints and has additional features that can-
not be fully illustrated here. For example, to provide the
capability for coercions to resolve conflicts as described in
Section 5, it allows the user to define a lattice of abstract
types ordered by user-defined coercions (i.e., an abstract
typeT1 lies below another typeT2 if a coercion is defined
from T1 to T2). Such lattices for integers generally have a
bottom type of concrete integers (these can be coerced to in-
teger abstraction) and thepoint abstraction from Section 3.
The lattice structure makes it possible to define a notion of
best (most precise) abstract typing– this is the typing re-
turned by the inference algorithm.

7. Abstract model check results

In general, our abstraction technique computes an over-
approximation of the original program. Thus, when a speci-
fication is true for the abstracted program, it will also be true
for the concrete program. However, if the specification is

State space searched

2 3

54 6

1

Figure 4. Choose-free Model Checking

false for the abstracted program, the counter-example may
be the result of some behavior in the abstracted program
which is not present in the original program.

We have implemented a technique that helps interpret
model check results in the presence of abstraction. The
approach, which is described in detail in [18], exploits the
fact that non-determinism in the abstracted program is the
source of infeasible behaviors [20]. We enhanced the JPF
model checker with an option to perform a bounded state-
space search along paths that are free of non-determinism
(i.e., Bandera.choose invocations). If such a search re-
ports a counter-example then it represents a real execution
of the program that violates the property.

Perhaps surprisingly, this simple approach is quite ef-
fective. We have applied it to detect guaranteed feasible
counter-examples in several medium-sized concurrent Java
programs [18] including the example described in the next
Section. In every case where a real defect was present in the
program the technique detected a feasible counter-example.

We illustrate the intuition behind the technique with the
abstracted program whose state space is sketched in figure
4 and the invariant property2p. White circles represent
states where predicatep holds, while black circles represent
states wherep is false. Dashed lines represent transitions
that result fromchoose s, while solid lines represent non-
choose operations. Model checking on choose-free paths
will report only the error path 1-3-6, although path 1-2-4
leads to a state that violates the property (and it may corre-
spond to an execution in the concrete program).

We note that our technique could be implemented in any
model checker, but the design of JPF made this modification
particularly easy. JPF is essentially a special-purpose JVM
that interprets each byte code in the compiled version of a
Java program. Sincechoose operations are represented
as static method calls, trapping and processing those oper-
ations specially only required modification of the code for
the static method invocation byte code.
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8. An example

We have applied our abstraction tools to a variety of
small Java programs. In this section, we describe how our
tools enabled analysis of a complex property of a medium-
sized multi-threaded Java program.

8.1. The Honeywell DEOS operating system

The DEOS system is a micro-kernel based operating
system designed to provide both time and space partition-
ing for applications running on it. This system has been
the topic of several recent software model checking exper-
iments [17, 21, 22] and we chose it partly as a means of
comparing results on an identical problem, and also as a
significant test case for the feasibility of our abstraction ap-
proach.

As described in [21], the system consists of more than
1000 lines of C++ code. To apply existing software model
checking tools, the C++ code was translated to Java; this
was nearly a direct rewriting of the C++ code since it was
written in a “safe” style that avoided pointer arithmetic. To
analyze properties of this Java version of the DEOS ker-
nel, additional code was written to simulate the behavior
of user applications and the hardware environment (e.g., a
tick generator thread simulates a hardware clock for time re-
lated processing in the kernel). The DEOS code was known
to have an extremely subtle bug related to its time parti-
tioning requirement. That requirement is that ”application
processes are guaranteed to be scheduled for their budgeted
time during a scheduling unit”. It would be possible to en-
code this as an LTL formula if a sufficiently rich proposition
definition language were available; this property requires a
comparison between the summation of the elements of an
array and a global variable. Since Bandera’s specification
language does not currently support such definitions, for
this example, the property was encoded as a method that
observes the state of the kernel and asserts that budgets are
allocated in each scheduling unit. Calls to this method are
inserted whenever the kernel schedules an application pro-
cess; this guarantees the detection of property violations.

The Java implementation of DEOS and its environment
code constitutes a non-trivial multi-threaded Java applica-
tion; it measures 1443 lines of code, spread over 20 classes,
with a total of 91 methods, 41 instance fields, and 51 static
fields. The program consists of 6 threads at run-time. Model
checking of the unabstracted system exhausted more than
4 Gigabytes of memory without completing. Thus, some
form of abstraction is needed to reduce the state space to
a tractable size. The authors of [22] describe the applica-
tion of predicate abstraction to a version of the DEOS ker-
nel written in Promela, Spin’s [11] modeling language, and
tool support for applying predicate abstraction to the Java

version is under development. We describe how Bandera’s
type-based abstraction can be applied to the Java DEOS ker-
nel.

8.2. Abstraction selection and compilation

The first step is to apply program slicing to eliminate ir-
relevant program components. The Java DEOS kernel is
derived from a version of the C++ code that was already
sliced, by hand, to ease code inspections. Consequently,
when we slice the program with the property violation as-
sertion as the criterion there is very little reduction. This
process does, however, calculate the PDG which is used to
identify candidate variables and fields for abstraction.

Querying the PDG for potential candidates resulted in 42
influencing paths being identified; the longest such path had
5 control dependence edges, which identify conditionals of
interest, as well as several data dependences. It is important
to note that many of the 42 paths share some common sub-
paths (e.g., the path of length 5 overlaps with its prefixes of
length 4, 3, 2 and 1 control dependence) so the quantity of
paths could be reduced by further processing. In total, the
query results identified 29 different conditional expressions
spread across 16 methods that influence the assertion state-
ment; 32 different local variables, instance or static fields
appeared in those conditionals.

Within an hour we were able to analyze this infor-
mation and identify one conditional that appeared at the
root of multiple paths. Figure 5 shows that conditional
(i.e., cp==itsLastExecution ). Tracing the data de-
pendences from that conditional through the local variable
cp , instance fielditsLastExecution , and the method
calls to itsPeriodicEvent.currentPeriod() ,
we found that the itsPeriodId instance field of
the Thread class is the source of the values used in
that conditional. Navigating the data dependences for
itsPeriodId shows that there are only two definitions
of this field: an assignment to zero and an increment. This
means that the variable is effectively unbounded and that
abstracting it to a finite domain may significantly reduce
the state space of the program. We note here that the ap-
plication of predicate abstraction to the Promela version of
DEOS described in [22] identified this same variable as be-
ing problematic. Their analysis exploits some rather deep
insights into the design and implementation patterns used to
efficiently implement certain features of the DEOS system.
In contrast, our analysis is less application specific relying
only on analysis of program syntax and data dependences.

Since the conditional involves an equality test we looked
at the assignment statements to help identify useful abstrac-
tions for itsPeriodId . We chose the signs abstraction
which allows the initial value, 0, to be distinguished from
all subsequent incremented values. It should be noted that
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class Thread {
public void startThread(...) {

...
itsLastExecution = itsPeriodicEvent.currentPeriod();
itsLastCompletion = itsPeriodicEvent.currentPeriod();

}
public void startChargingCPUTime() {

int cp = itsPeriodicEvent.currentPeriod();
...
if (cp==itsLastExecution) {
...

}
int itsLastExecution, itsLastCompletion;
...

}

class StartOfPeriodEvent {
public void pulseEvent(...) {
countDown = countDown - 1;
if ( countDown == 0 ) {

itsPeriodId = (itsPeriodId + 1);
...
}
public int currentPeriod() {

return itsPeriodId;
}
private StartOfPeriodEvent(...){

...
countDown = 1;
itsPeriodId = 0;

}
int itsPeriodId, countDown;
...

}

Figure 5. Fragments of Java DEOS Code
this is an extremely weak abstraction for the purpose of this
conditional since anyposvalues flowing into the test may
be equal or not; a non-deterministic choice will be used to
model the conditional in that case.

Type inference was initialized with a single type bind-
ing of signs to itsPeriodId . With a single setting,
type inference finds no conflicts and serves only to prop-
agate abstract type information throughout the program.
For the Java DEOS code type inference determines that
the localcp and instance fieldsitsLastCompletion
anditsLastExecution in classThread must also be
signs abstracted. The rest of the program’s fields and vari-
ables are free to be bound to any desired type; we chose
to leave them as their concrete types. We note that the
use of predicate abstraction in [22] did not treat the field
itsLastCompletion ; this was due to the fact that ab-
straction was performed by hand. In that case, overlooking
itsLastCompletion did not affect the ability to detect
the time partitioning related defect; it does, however, em-
phasize the need for automated support in program abstrac-
tion.

8.3. Abstract model checks

Once abstract types were inferred, Bandera generated the
abstract program which is very similar to the original pro-
gram except that all operations applied to signs abstracted
fields and variables are implemented with the abstract oper-
ations (e.g., for +, ==).

The abstract Java program was fed to JPF which finds a
counter-example; we could just as easily have used another
model checker such as Spin. At this point we suspect that
the tools have found the time partitioning defect. It may be,
however, that the abstractions have introduced behaviors in
the abstract program that are infeasible in the original pro-
gram and that such a behavior violates the time partitioning
property. Since the counter-example consists of a sequence
of 464 statements, its analysis would be time consuming
and we choose to rerun JPF using the option to search for
feasible counter-examples. It finds one, which is 318 steps
long, that does illustrate the defect.

We note that for this non-trivial Java program the total
run-time for all tool components was less than one minute
on a 444Mhz Sun ULTRA 10 with 1 Megabyte of mem-
ory. Given that checks of the original program could not
be completed with four times that amount of memory, we
believe this example is strong evidence that tool-supported
abstraction can significantly expand the size and complexity
of programs for which model checking is practical.

9. Related and future work

We have discussed foundational and program-oriented
abstraction related work in the body of the paper. Here we
link our approach to work on transition-system based tech-
niques from the verification community.

Our strategy of applying abstractions in verification is
similar to [3], where explicit abstraction mappings over the
domains of the program variables are used for generating
an abstract model. While in [3], the user has to provide the
abstraction mapping, together with the abstract operations,
we infer them automatically from a given set of predicates
using predicate abstraction [19]. Unlike the approach de-
scribed in [19], we use predicates to abstract operator def-
initions rather than complete transition systems. Predicate
abstraction has been adapted to program code [22] and we
view the question of how to combine our type-based ap-
proach with predicate-based approaches for program ab-
straction as an interesting research topic. One direction we
are pursuing is to maintain multiple abstract variables, each
of a different abstract type, for a given concrete variable.
We have already explored extensions to BASL to accom-
modate this.

Our approach to interpreting counter-examples is effi-
cient, but it can miss feasible counter-examples on which
non-determinism occurs. Other approaches, such as those
based on symbolic execution [1] and theorem proving [2],
are more expensive but more complete alternatives. We plan
on pursuing comparisons between these approaches to un-
derstand the cost and precision tradeoffs.
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10. Conclusions

We described a collection of program analyses that aid
users in abstracting Java programs to reduce the cost of
reasoning about program properties using model check-
ing techniques. We presented an overview of the Bandera
toolset’s abstraction capabilities and discussed how they en-
abled checking of properties of a medium-size concurrent
Java program.

One contribution of this work is the development of
structured and navigable visualizations for exploiting in-
termediate results of program transformation components
to guide the user in deciding how to abstract a program.
In addition, we adapted several techniques from abstrac-
tion of transition system models for use in abstracting pro-
gram source code. Bandera provides two ways to en-
code abstractions into the program. The first encodes ab-
stract operator definitions directly into a model checker’s
input and the second, described in this paper, transforms
the program’s source code to incorporate definitions of ab-
stract operators. This allows our program abstraction ap-
proach to be used by any tool that operates on Java code.
We have implemented and done preliminary experiments
with a method for producingguaranteed feasiblecounter-
examples in model checks of abstract programs. The main
contribution of our work, however, is the integration of
these different techniques into a coherent program abstrac-
tion toolset that has the ability to greatly extend the range
of programs to which model checking techniques can be ef-
fectively applied.
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